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[1. Compelling Introduction] 
 

● Who here has solar in this room? [pause] 
○ Solar owners look smug don’t they? 

● Put your hand up if you want solar? [pause] 
 

● You’re not alone. Solar in Australia just makes sense. 
● We’re the sunniest continent on earth, and one of the windiest too. But countries 

with a lot less sun and wind than us are light years ahead. 
 

● You probably wouldn’t be surprised that leading countries like Denmark Sweden, 
Scotland, Iceland all have policies to get to 100% renewable energy - and pretty 
soon. 

 
● You might also not flinch when you hear that 70 global businesses have taken the 

pledge to go 100%, including the likes of Google, Microsoft and IKEA!  
 

 



 

● But how about this: This month 47 developing countries committed to going 100% RE 
ASAP. They included Ethiopia, Philippines, Bangladesh, East Timor, PNG. 

 
● So if the world’s richest countries and the world’s poorest countries can commit to 

going 100% renewable energy, why can’t we? 
 

● Australia has a target of 23.5% renewables by 2020.  
● Who knows what our target is post-2020?... We don’t have one! 

 
● Federal govt has no national plan for an orderly transition to 100% renewable 

electricity in Australia. That’s right, no plan. So, we went and made one for them 
- 

 

[2. Title Slide/Logos] 
 

● It’s called the Homegrown Power Plan. 
 

● I'm here talk to share some highlights from the Plan. 
  

 



 

[3. Personal Narrative] 
 

● But first, let me tell you how I came to be here. 
 
[Tell your story of why you’re here/why involved and proud to support Solar Citizens.] 
 

● That is why I joined Solar Citizens, which stands up for the rights of solar households 
and campaigns for sensible clean energy policies.  

 
● Whether you’ve already got solar or you want to go solar you’re all eligible to join our 

85,000 members for free and become a Solar Citizen. 
 

● SO let’s get into it…. 

 

[4. Our Electricity System is Wasteful and Unfair] 
 

● What’s wrong with the way things are now?  
 

● Our electricity system is wasteful and unfair  
 

● Let me explain the system. 
 
 

 



 

1. Electricity generators - coal, gas or diesel power stations.  
Generators make more money when they sell as much electricity as they can, no matter 
how dirty the source. 
 

● Renewable energy: 
○ threatens the profits of these big generators,  by reducing overall demand for 

their product.  
 

○ reduces the peaks in demand, the times generators can charge super high 
prices.  

 
● Is it any surprise that generators tried to squash their clean competitors? That’s just 

big business. 
 
2. Network companies, who transmit and distribute the electricity from the generators to 
your home or office.  
 

● Big power companies were actually paid to build $75 billion worth of poles and wires 
over 10 years - and we didn’t need it. Demand for electricity was actually falling 
around this time.  

 
● So who had to pay for that? We did - and we’re still paying today.  

 



 

● Power bills rose 70 percent over five years - some more than doubled.  
 

● Australia has some of the highest electricity prices in the world. 
 
3. Retail companies are the ones who send you your bill in the post. 

● Retailers make more money when they sell as much electricity as possible, and 
charge as much as possible.  

[5. You’re paying too much for electricity] 
 

● And so you’re paying too much for electricity. 
 

● Who here would like to see cheaper electricity? 
 

● Graph shows modelling by ISF / UTS. 
 

● Shows 100% renewables, the ‘blue’ line, Australia’s electricity costs drop 
dramatically.  

 
○ You see, you don’t have to shovel coal into a wind turbine, or pour diesel into 

your solar panels to make them work. Zero fuel costs means lower bills for you 
and me. 

 

 



 

● The other line? That’s what will happen if we do nothing. Anyone feel like paying 
those higher bills? 

 
● So the system makes a few huge companies richer while the rest of us pay.  

 
● It’s wasteful, it’s unfair, it’s outdated and it’s holding us back. Time for an overhaul. 

[6. 100% Doable, 100% Better] 
 

● And that’s where the Homegrown Power Plan comes in, a policy roadmap for how 
we can: 

 
○ reboot our failing electricity system,  
○ repower the country with renewable energy and  
○ remove the roadblocks holding us back. 

 
● Experts concluded 100% renewable power is technically feasible and economically 

beneficial, including BZE, UTS/ISF and Federal Govt’s own modelling. 
 

● 100% renewables in Australia is 100% do-able.  
 

● Only thing missing is the political will to back policies to make orderly, planned 
transition happen. 

 



 

 
● Solar Citizens & Getup commissioned HPP to get Australia to 100% renewable 

power by 2030 - using a mix of technologies. 
 

● The Plan also shows how to make our power system fairer for everyone. 
 

[7. REBOOT THE SYSTEM] 
 

● First things first. We need a serious reboot of our electricity system. 

 

[8. Put 100% Renewables in the one sentence that rules them all] 
 

● If we want to get serious about the transition to renewable energy, need to change 
the 1 sentence that dictates how our electricity system works: The National 
Electricity Objective.  

 
● Right now the Objective says nothing about renewable energy or energy efficiency. 

 
● That means that our land, water and air are getting more polluted while our bills are 

spiralling out of control.  

 



 

 
● The rule needs to be rewritten so that it can “deliver an affordable, efficient, reliable, 

safe and fair electricity system that is powered by 100% renewable energy”. 
 

[9. Reboot 2: Fair price for solar] 
 

● Our “sunburnt country” gets enough sun to power the nation 500 times over. 
Australians have clocked to this excellent fact. 

 
● There are now over 1.5 million homes with solar panels on their rooftops! 

That’s 18% of all Australian homes. 
 

● Meet Derek:  
 

○ Derek produces more energy that he uses in his home 
 

○ All that excess sun-power automatically gets fed back into the grid for his 
neighbours to use.  

 
● The thing is, power companies only pay solar owners like Derek an average of 

6c/kWh - sometimes it’s as low as 0 c/kWh. 
 

 
 
 



 

● Power companies then sell that electricity to the folks down the road for average 
29c/kWh -- more than 4 times the price!  

● Do you think that’s fair? 
 

● To ensure our solar revolution keeps growing, we need to pay solar 
households a fair price for their solar that recognises the benefits solar power 
brings to our environment, to the grid and to our community.  

 
● This will also make solar more competitive and help to provide cheaper electricity for 

all consumers. 
 

● Who here would support that? 

[10. The ebay of electricity] 
 

● Not everyone can go solar. That’s why we need to secure affordable power and a fair 
go for everyone, whether they have rooftop solar or not. 

 
● Imagine a phone app that lets you: 

 
○ Buy your electricity from your neighbour 
○ Or get it from the nearby solar installation on the local school 
○ Or from the wind turbine at your friend’s farm.  

 



 

 
● Think eBay, but for local energy. 

 
● We need the Government to help network companies transform themselves 

into local energy trading platforms.  
 

[11. REPOWER THE COUNTRY] 
 

● So once we’ve cleaned up our electricity system,  
 

● We need to repower the country with a whole lot more clean energy projects, all 
across Australia.  

[12. Turbocharge Existing Policies] 
 

● So how do we do that?  
● First up, we need to turbocharge our existing policies. 

 
● We need to expand our Renewable Energy Target to 100% renewable electricity by 

2030.  
● There’s the Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC), like a “green bank” making 

loans to commercial clean energy projects.  
 

 



 

○ We need to give CEFC more choice about what it invests in by lowering how 
much interest it has to charge on loans. 

 
● We need to increase the budget of the Australian Renewable Energy Agency 

(ARENA),  
○ which funds Australia’s most innovative renewable energy projects and 

research, and supports it to become commercial,  
○ and which attracts $10 in investment from other sources for every $1 it spends. 

 

[13. Clean Energy Auctions] 
 

● A common objections to clean energy is the that it can’t produce power around the 
clock.  

 
● But there is a type of clean power station that produces power day and night, and all 

from the sun.  
 

● Concentrated solar power plants use giant mirrors to focus the sun’s energy and 
store it as heat. 

 
● This heat can then be used later, even at night-time, to create steam that drives a 

turbine and generates electricity.  

 



 

 
● We’re going to need these concentrated solar thermal plants, as well as large 

scale battery storage and other complimentary technologies, if we’re going to 
get to a stable, affordable, 100% renewable system.  

 
● Current Renewable Energy Target is a great way to deliver lots of low-cost wind and 

solar power, but the market doesn’t always know best.  
 

● To get the technologies we need built at the right locations at the most affordable 
price, we need to add national clean energy auctions to the mix.  

 
● Here’s how they work: 

 
○ Federal Government lets the experts figure out what technologies are needed 

most and where.  
 

○ Then government holds auctions, where different companies are invited to bid 
to build the projects.  

 
○ The most competitive bids get selected. 

 
● Clean energy auctions have already worked really well in the ACT, resulting in 

impressively low solar prices and the lowest wind prices in the country.  



 

 

[14. A people-powered energy revolution] 
 
All Australians, no matter what they earn or where they live, deserve access to affordable 
clean energy.  
 
[1. Community Powerhouses] 
 

● Did you know that in Germany, 47% of installed renewable energy capacity is 
owned by citizens?  

 
● Scotland has 249 community energy projects - the sun doesn’t shine as much there 

as it does here. 
 

● In Australia 19 projects up and running. 
 

● More than 60 community groups developing new projects.  
 

● But we could be doing A LOT better.  
 

● We need our government to start a program for Community Powerhouses, local 
energy hubs help kick-start and coordinate community renewable energy and 

 



 

energy efficiency projects in towns and suburbs across Australia. 
 
[2. Indigenous Communities Clean Power Program] 
 

● Here’s a great idea! 
 

● Right now lot of indigenous communities are being powered by diesel generators. 
Diesel is dirty, loud and expensive. 

 
● A well-funded national Indigenous Communities Clean Power Program, designed 

by Indigenous communities, could: 
 

○ ensure that all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island communities have access to 
clean, affordable, local renewable electricity, and can get rid of diesel. 

 

[15. REMOVE THE ROADBLOCKS] 
 
There’s one last thing left to do, and that’s to remove the roadblocks that are holding 
back the clean energy transition. 

 



 

[16. Orderly phase out of coal power] 
 

● Fun fact: Did you know that building new solar and wind is cheaper than building a 
new coal-fired power station? 

 
● Biggest roadblocks to wind and solar is unfair competition from coal-fired power 

stations.  
● Renewables find it difficult to compete with written-off coal: 

○ that was built forty, fifty years ago,  
○ that was built on the taxpayers dime,  
○ and which continue to receive generous subsidies. 

 
● Our coal power stations are ageing and will need to be replaced in coming decade.  
● Australia’s power sector is like an overgrown tree. We really need to prune out the 

dead wood for the new shoots to grow.  
 

● That’s why we need an orderly phase out of coal power. 
 

● We should also get real on fossil-fuel subsidies.  
○ We spend about 6.4 bllion dollars a year subsidising fossil fuels.  
○ Thats money that could go towards funding the transition to renewables. 

  

 



 

[17. A just transition] 
 

● We know that coal companies often cry about jobs when they really mean profits.  
 

● You may think that these companies should have known better, that they don’t 
deserve our help - but workers and communities do.  

 
● The orderly phase out of coal must be a just transition. This means proper 

planning, so that communities aren’t left in the lurch after coal generation jobs come 
to a conclusion. 

 
● This is important, but it’s not as difficult as is sometimes made out. There are more 

people employed by Bunnings than the entire gas and coal mining industries in 
Australia. 

 
● What’s happening in Port Augusta in South Australia is a good example: 

 
○ The citizens of Port Augusta are facing unemployment from the snap closure of 

their two coal-fired power stations.  
 

○ For five years the community has been campaigning to replace the power 
stations with a concentrated solar thermal plant.  

 

 



 

○ It’s estimated that a solar thermal plant would create at least 1000 jobs during 
the construction phase and 50 permanent jobs going forward 

 
- exactly the kind of opportunity a transitioning community needs. 

 
● We need governments to: 

 
○ Guarantee that workers have access to meaningful retraining options and good 

jobs pathways 
 

○ And community-driven economic renewal plans are ready to roll out when coal 
plants shut down. 

 

[18. The Cleanest Energy of All] 
 

● The cleanest energy of all is the energy we don’t need to use in the first place - 
that means energy efficiency. 

 
● Australia is appallingly inefficient in the way we use energy 

 
● Getting to a 100% renewable future will be much harder than it needs to be if we go 

on wasting energy like we do today.  

 



 

 
● We need to double Australia’s energy efficiency by 2030.  

 
 
 

● We’re talking about things like: 
 

○ tougher building codes 
 

○ stronger appliance standards and  
 

○ an Energy Efficiency Disclosure program for heavy industry.  
 

● The good news is that there’s no shortage of opportunities to save money and 
save energy at the same time.  

 

[19. Good for the country, good for the planet] 
 

● So, we need to reboot the system - that means: 
 

● Cleaning up Australia’s unfair electricity system and putting consumers and 
communities before power companies and profits.  



 

 
● We need to repower the country with big and small renewable energy projects 

 
● And we need to remove the roadblocks - which means the orderly phase out of 

coal and more energy efficiency.  
 

● Imagine what it would be like. You’ll: 
 

○ Wake up in the morning, switch on your lights, boil your kettle, or use your 
washing machine or laptop, knowing that it is all being powered by clean, 
renewable energy. 

  
○ You’ll drive to work in your electric car charged on solar power - the streets will 

be quieter.  
 

○ All the houses you pass have solar panels on their rooftops. 
  

○ The air is clean. 
  

○ The climate is safe.  
 

● 100% renewables is good for Australia, but it’s also good for the planet. 
 



 

● At the 2015 international climate summit in Paris, Australia made commitments to 
reduce our carbon emissions to limit global warming to 1.5 degrees.  

 
● If we don’t go for 100% renewable electricity by 2030, then we simply won’t 

meet these commitments. 
 

20. Making it happen 
 

● But right now Australia has no national plan for renewables post 2020. None.  
 

● But we have a plan, and it’s a plan that’s had input from organisations and policy 
experts from across the renewable energy field. 

 
● We’re here to communicate the best bits of the Homegrown Power Plan and begin 

building a groundswell of community support that can make the clean energy 
transition happen.  

 
● Many more meetings just like this are happening all across Australia.  

 
● I’ve shown you exactly how we can reach 100% renewables. But I’ve left out 

one crucial ingredient.  
 

 



 

● You. We can’t do it without you.  
 
 

21. What you can do 
 

● We all know that political will is a renewable resource - and it’s people like you 
and me - ordinary citizens - that politicians have to listen to. 

 
● Here’s what you can do to help. 

 
○ Share the Homegrown Power Plan: When you sign up with your email 

address, we’ll send you a copy of the plan that you can share with friends and 
family and use to send to your local Member of Parliament too. 

 
○ Want to go a step further? You can Sign up to become a 100% Renewables 

Ambassador. We’ll be holding a number of Ambassador trainings early next 
year, training people in how to give this presentation and how to engage with 
your MP on the Plan. You can register your interest at the registration desk or 
online. 

 
○ You can also Donate. Solar Citizens is completely independent and 

not-for-profit, and your donations will go towards our campaigns to protect and 

 



 

grow solar in Australia. Help us help solar and renewables. 
 

[22. Thankyou] 
 

● Thank you for hearing about the plan - you can see the full plan on our website or 
grab a summary report.  

 
● Let’s make 100% Renewable Power happen by 2030, I’m sure with people as 

passionate as you are all around Australia we will get there. 

 

 


